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In Big Hero 6, the likable hero Hiro Hamada (voiced by Ryan Potter ) is a giant genius, the only child
of a brilliant but absent father, and the brother of a deceased younger brother (the movie was

inspired by a real-life tragedy of losing a brother). Like many other movie kids, Hiro is brilliant and
social, and he wants to be a doctor and a cameraman like his older brother Tadashi (Daniel Tenney ),

whose promise as a genius is never fulfilled. Hiro is earnest and earnestly good-natured, and his
inventions have been inspiring people since he was a kid. In this case, they just don't keep him from

attending karate classes at a local institute. The hero is aided by his buddies -- including a techie
scientist named Wasabi ( Damon Wayans Jr. ), a spunky gas-station waitress named Honey Lemon (
Genesis Rodriguez ), a take-charge woman named GoGo ( Jamie Chung ), a personable space guy

named Fred ( T.J. Miller ), and a calm-but-laid-back pharmacist named Baymax ( Scott Adsit ). As Hiro
and his friends begin to investigate a covert plot that threatens the peace of their city, they discover

that the villain-in-question is a devious electronic genius named Kitai-Rai (Bradley Cooper ), who's
been covertly controlling robots to destroy the world. The stories follow a very Marvel universe

pattern -- a surprise villain appears in the early part, making the quest more fun as the plot builds to
a crisis, but there's not much parental warning. The robots in the film are a bit more cuddly than the
ones in Toy Story, but the mayhem from the villains is all real. Baymax is a costumed health-care bot

who is a sympathetic presence throughout the film, and he's the most heroic of the robots (people
can even ask him for advice). There are strong female characters, but the focus is on Hiro and his
group of friends, including Wasabi, Honey, GoGo, and Fred. They are fiercely loyal to one another,
and their dynamic is something that will fascinate teen boys. Wasabi has a sophisticated attitude

about science, and he's a constant foil for Hiro. Only the most extreme fighting scenes actually hurt
and injure characters -- these and at least one other mildly disturbing moment are realistic and

appropriate for tweens and up. Younger children won't find anything shocking.
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that was my first film taste. at the time it was not the only film on the screen. after the movie there
was fh yuva, thennavan oya and other tamil and sinhala movies. there were other star actors in

them but gamini as the leading actor made the difference. he made sinhala cinema a place of pride.
in fact he made an impression in the minds of the people of the country as well. the success of

movies in the south asian region did not require a silver spoon to taste. nor do we require that today.
but one must have the necessary talent and determination to make it happen. after all that is the

purpose of life, evolution and striving to improve. i have followed his career. i loved the tough kids of
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bara iti and its clown prince giri, to the meek and gentle teenagers of awaraa and its no less sweetly
spoken hero amarin to the somewhat eccentric, fun loving yet deep thinking characters of

parasathumal,nigaraneeya etc. i loved all those male characters. but what i loved as a fan above
everything else is that he formed a complete circle of relationships with his audience. in some cases
like parasathumal and awaraa he formed the basis of a strong brother-favourite relationship. in some
like bhu jeeva and ayakkamanaya he became an important friend.while the films he acted in ran the

gamut from a typical 'kirukkan kal' to sage children's literature like gamani bharatha, bimal
jayathirtha, and sri athana rangahamong them, to mainstream commercial fare, his audience
remained loyal to him, his wives and sons, throughout. he was a man whose music played to a
different crowd no matter how small it was. and his films were always better than most of his

competitors. even better yet was his love for sri lanka. 5ec8ef588b
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